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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method is given for automatically reWriting orthography 
of a stream of text Words, for example, automatically and 
properly capitalizing Words in the stream. If a Word in the 
stream has an entry in an orthography reWrite lexicon, the 
Word is automatically replaced With an orthographically 
reWritten form of the Word from the orthography reWrite 
lexicon. In addition, selected Words in the stream are com 
pared to a plurality of features Weighted by a maximum 
entropy-based algorithm, to automatically determine 
Whether to reWrite orthography of any of the selected Words. 

8 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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AUTOMATIC ORTHOGRAPHIC 
TRANSFORMATION OF A TEXT STREAM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention generally relates to natural language 
processing, and more particularly, the automatic transfor 
mation of the orthography of a text stream such as the proper 
capitaliZation of Words in a stream of text, especially With 
respect to automatic speech recognition. 

BACKGROUND ART 

Capitalized Word forms in English can be divided into tWo 
main types: those that are determined by Where the term 
occurs (or, positional capitaliZations) and those that are 
determined by What the term denotes (or, denotational 
capitaliZations). In English, positional capitaliZation occurs, 
for example, at the beginning of a sentence, or the beginning 
of quoted speech. Denotational capitaliZation is, to a ?rst 
approximation, dependent upon Whether the term or expres 
sion is a proper name. 

Positional capitaliZation is straightforward; the rules gov 
erning positional capitaliZation are very clear. In the context 
of dictation and automatic speech recognition, sentence 
splitting is very accurate because the user must dictate the 
sentence-ending punctuation. By contrast, abbreviations and 
other phenomena make splitting Written text into sentences 
a non-trivial task. In the context of dictation and automatic 
speech recognition, simple pattern matching alloWs one to 
do positional capitaliZation With near perfect accuracy. 

Denotational capitaliZation is much harder to do auto 
matically. Denotational capitaliZation can be vieWed as the 
?ip side of proper name recognition—an information extrac 
tion task for Which the current state of the art reports about 
a 94% combined precision and recall over a restricted set of 
name types. In proper name recognition, the goal is to 
correctly determine Which expressions refer to (the same) 
named entities in a text, using the Words, their position and 
their capitaliZation. The goal is to use an expression and its 
context to determine if it is a proper name, and therefore, 
should be capitaliZed. 

Existing speech recognition systems tend to make a large 
number of errors on capitaliZation—about 5—7% of dictated 
Words, in English. Most of these errors are errors of deno 
tational capitaliZation. The dif?culty arises for terms Which 
are both common nouns (or other uncapitaliZed Words), and 
constituents of proper nouns, such as “Bill Gates” or 
“Black’s Disease.” 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Throughout the folloWing description and claims, the 
term ‘tag’ is used to denote the properties that annotate a 
Word or Word phrase, including part of speech information. 
The term ‘feature’ is used in the maximum-entropy sense to 
mean the co-occurrence of certain items or properties. 

A representative embodiment of the present invention 
includes a method of automatically reWriting the orthogra 
phy of a stream of text Words. If a Word in the stream has an 
entry in an orthography reWrite lexicon, the Word is auto 
matically replaced With an orthographically reWritten form 
of the Word from the orthography reWrite lexicon. In 
addition, selected Words in the stream are compared to a 
plurality of features Weighted by a maximum entropy-based 
algorithm, to automatically determine Whether to reWrite 
orthography of any of the selected Words. Orthographic 
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2 
reWriting may include properly capitaliZing and/or abbrevi 
ating Words in the stream of text Words. 

In a further embodiment, the method also includes, if a 
series of adjacent Words in the stream has an entry in a 
phrase reWrite lexicon, replacing the series of adjacent 
Words With a phrase form of the series of Words from the 
phrase reWrite lexicon. Annotating linguistic tags may be 
associated With the orthographically reWritten form of the 
Word. The method may also include providing linguistic tags 
to selected Words in the stream, using context-sensitive 
reWrite rules to change the orthography of Words in the 
stream based on their linguistic tags, and Weighting the 
application of these rules in speci?c contexts according to 
maximum entropy Weighting. 
At least one of the features may be a context-dependent 

probability distribution representing a likelihood of a given 
Word in a given context being in a given orthographic form. 
In a further embodiment, for each selected Word, determin 
ing an orthographic reWrite probability representing a nor 
maliZed product of the Weighted features for that Word, and 
if the orthographic reWrite probability is greater than a 
selected threshold probability, replacing that selected Word 
With an orthographically reWritten form. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention Will be more readily understood by 
reference to the folloWing detailed description taken With the 
accompanying draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates the logical steps in the general approach 
of a representative embodiment; and 

FIG. 2 illustrates the logical steps in one speci?c embodi 
ment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Representative embodiments of the present invention use 
a maximum entropy approach to provide automatic ortho 
graphic transformation of a text stream. Although the fol 
loWing description is focussed on the speci?c case of proper 
automatic capitaliZation, the general approach is equally 
effective for other types of orthographic transformation such 
as abbreviations. For example, in an automatic speech 
recognition system, a user input of the spoken Words “maple 
drive” Would be automatically capitaliZed and abbreviated to 
“Maple Dr.” 
Maximum entropy modeling models all the information 

knoWn about a system (the constraints), but is maximally 
uninformed (entropic) about What is unknoWn. As such, the 
maximum entropy model is the best possible model of the 
knoW ledge of the system: a model With less entropy adds 
information that is not justi?ed empirically. A maximum 
entropy procedure assigns Weights to various factors used 
for determining Whether an element has a given property F. 
The combined Weight of these factors determines a predic 
tion as to Whether any particular element is F or not. In this 
speci?c instance, the property is “is a Word that should be 
capitalized”. 

Each Word in a stream of text has associated With it a 
number of “tags” that are related to various descriptive 
properties of the Word, and Which correspond to the 
Weighted features. Some of these tags relate to the intrinsic 
properties of the Word such as What part of speech it has, 
Whether it is a surname or a company name, hoW likely it is 
to be capitaliZed, and so on. Other tags indicate relational 
properties of the Word, such as the likelihood of its being 
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capitalized When following or preceding another particular 
Word, or a Word of a particular type, or the likelihood of the 
Word being capitalized When following or preceding another 
capitalized Word. 

Experimental results indicate that a “hybrid” maximum 
entropy approach can yield capitalization accuracies of 98%. 
The system is a hybrid betWeen a pure rule-based system and 
a purely statistical system because it uses a variety of 
features, including Whether a Word Would be capitalized by 
one of several capitalization rules derived from the Chicago 
Manual of Style. 
As shoWn in FIG. 1, typical speci?c embodiments pro 

ceed in ?ve general steps: Word lookup/tagging 10, multi 
Word lookup/tagging 12, ?nite state capitalization 14, maxi 
mum entropy capitalization 16, and positional capitalization 
18. Each step Will be described in turn. 

In the individual Word lookup/tagging 10, a recognized 
Word is looked up in a capitalization lexicon. If the Word 
appears in the capitalization lexicon, it is replaced With a 
tagged form of the Word, retaining Whatever capitalization is 
determined by the language model. Part of speech (POS) 
tags and semantic tags (e.g. “Microsoft” has the tag 
“Company”) are appended to the term as Well. The POS tags 
(based on the BroWn corpus tagset) are in order of descend 
ing frequency for that term. No disambiguation in context 
need be done. Any Word may, therefor, have more than one 
POS tag and semantic tag. After lookup, each term has the 
form: 

Word\POS1iPOS2 . . .Tag1iTag2i. . . (e.g. Microsoft/ 

NNiCompany) 
There are approximately 345K unique forms in the 

capitalization lexicon used in one embodiment of the inven 
tion. An initial subset corresponding to the active vocabulary 
could be selected. For Words not in the lexicon, POS tagging 
may be done by prediction, using a suf?x table (203 Kb). 

In the multiWord lookup/tagging 12 of the generic capi 
talization algorithm, multiWord phrases (e.g. “Statue of 
Liberty”) are looked up using a special multiWord capitali 
zation lexicon. The multiWord capitalization lexicon may be 
keyed on the last element of a multiWord expression (“Statue 
of Liberty”-> liberty), and may contain information about 
hoW many Words back must be examined to verify the 
presence of the multiWord expression. If the multiWord 
expression is present, the individual normalized Words are 
overWritten With the normalized forms and tags of the 
multiWord expression. MultiWord phrases have a tag 
appended of the form “MWnm”, indicating that this Word is 
the nth element of an m-Word multiWord. For example, 
“statue of liberty” Would result in: 
Statue\NNiStructureCodaiMW13 of\INiOfiMW23 
Liberty\NNiMW33 

MultiWord phrases are also useful for doWn-casing terms 
that are normally capitalized as in Brussels -> brussels 
sprouts. 

There are approximately 265K unique multiWord forms 
in the multiWord capitalization lexicon used in one embodi 
ment. Again, a subset corresponding more closely to the 
active vocabulary could be selected for initial use. 

The ?nite state rule 14 of the generic capitalization 
algorithm uses context sensitive reWrite rules to change the 
language model-determined capitalization of strings based 
on their tags. For example, a rule: 

Surname->Cap(Surname)/FirstName (Initial){0,2 }i 
means “capitalize a Word tagged With Surname if it folloWs 
a Word tagged With FirstName and at most tWo Initials”. 
While this rule is unnecessary if the normalized form of both 
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4 
the ?rst name and surname are already capitalized, it is 
useful in cases of ambiguous names such as “Bill Gates”, 
Where at least one part is normally not capitalized. This rule 
has been found to be 99.6% accurate on Wall Street Journal 
corpora. 

For one embodiment implemented in Perl, 204 rules 
derived from the Chicago Manual of Style and the Associ 
ated Press Style Guide, as Well as corpus Work, Were 
implemented. Of these rules, only about half Were triggered 
in the available corpora. Rules about musical compositions 
and chemical compounds, for example, had little impact in 
practice. Most of these rules involve checking for the 
presence of a term With a particular tag, (e.g. OrgCoda or 
“organization coda” such as “Association”), checking for a 
surrounding context of capitalizable Words (nouns, 
adjectives, and so on), and checking for an appropriately 
de?nite determiner since proper names are de?nite noun 
phrases—compare “the Associated Press” With “an associ 
ated press” (but cf. “a metropolitan museum” vs. “a Met 
ropolitan Museum exhibit”). For this part of the procedure, 
We have chosen to retain those rules that have been shoWn 
to be at least 90% accurate on a suitable corpus. 
A tag denoting that a Word Was capitalized by a particular 

rule may be added to the tag set. For example, 
Museum/NNiStructureCodaiR101 

encodes the fact that this Word Was capitalized by Rule 101. 
A Word may be capitalized by more than one rule. This is 
represented by more than one R<N>tag. 
The capitalization algorithm capitalizes only appropriate 

parts of speech; prepositions and conjunctions are not capi 
talized even if they fall betWeen appropriate triggers. For 
example: the determiner, preposition and conjunction in the 
folloWing are not capitalized: 
The College of William and Mary 
Words that are part of a sequence capitalized by a rule, but 

that aren’t themselves capitalized, receive an ‘r<N>’ tag, 
Where N is the rule number. More than one ‘r<N>’ tag may 
be appended to a Word. 

The maximum entropy capitalization 16 of the generic 
capitalization algorithm uses a series of features, Weighted 
by the algorithm, to determine the capitalization of a 
sequence of Words. These features represent empirically 
determined constraints on the distribution of capitalization 
in given contexts, determined by a training corpus. One 
speci?c embodiment uses an improved iterative scaling 
maximum entropy algorithm as described, for example, in 
Della Pietra et al., Inducing Features of Random Fields, 
IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine 
Intelligence, Vol. 19, No. 4, pp. 380—93, April 1997, the 
contents of Which are hereby incorporated herein by refer 
ence. 

In Weighting the features, the expected distribution of 
capitalization in a set of speci?ed contexts is based on a large 
training corpus that is processed offline. These features 
involve the presence of nearby punctuation, the identity and 
capitalization of the target Words and its neighbors, the tags 
associated With the target Word and its neighbors, and 
Whether the current Word Was capitalized by a particular 
?nite-state capitalization rule. 
The maximum entropy capitalization 16 of representative 

embodiments involves tWo main stages. In the ?rst stage, a 
Word is assigned various tags indicating features that it has 
either intrinsically, or in a particular context (these include 
features indicating that a Word Would be capitalized by a 
particular ?nite-state capitalization rule). A feature Weight 
may be de?ned for any tag, and unWeighted tags have no 
effect on the decision Whether to capitalize. In the second 
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stage, the decision Whether to capitalize a Word is deter 
mined by the Weights associated With the tags on a Word. 
The threshold calculation ?nding the product of the feature 
Weights, and dividing this product by the sum of itself With 
a generic probability of a words being uncapitalized. 

The general principle of representative embodiments can 
be illustrated by an example—suppose that the folloWing 
sequence is recognized: 

“it is recognized by the mine safety health administration, 
U.S. department of labor, as being intrinsically safe in 
methane mixtures.” 

Should the Word ‘safety’ be capitalized? The ansWer is yes: 
the sentence should read: 

“It is recognized by the Mine Safety Health 
Administration, US. Dept. of Labor, as being intrinsi 
cally safe in methane mixtures.” 

The maximum entropy capitalization 16 of a typical embodi 
ment determines the Weights associated With various facts 
about the Word “safety,” and then calculates a score on the 
basis of those Weights. If the score is greater than 0.5, the 
Word should be capitalized. 

This sentence Would be partially tagged via lookup and 
rule application as folloWs (in simpli?ed form): 
It\PPOiPPS is\BEZ recognized\VBNiVBD by\INi 
RBiNNiLocPrep the\ATiNNiDef mine\NNi 
PP$$iVBiGeogCoda safety\NNiR107 health\NNi 
BizCodaiRetailCoda administration\NNi 
AdminCoda , \COMMA U.S. \NNiCountryiGeog 
department\NNiAdminCodaiBizCodai 
StructureCodaiPosMod of\INiNNiOf labor\JJi 
NNiVBiSecretariat, \COMMA. . . 

Assuming that only Rule 107 (indicated by R107 ) applied 
to capitalize “safety” in “mine health safety administration” 
the capitalization of the Word “safety” Would be determined 
by the Weights assigned to the various features the maximum 
entropy algorithm considered: 

Feature Weight 

. generic cap-Weight 0 534 any Word capitalized 

. generic uncap-Weight 1 321 any Word lowercase 

. unigram “safety” 

. “mine” <cap> 

1 
2 
3 “safety” capitalization Weight 
4 

6 
7 
8 

“mine” predicts Cap 
“Health” retrodicts Cap 

. “mine safety” only one bigram is present 

. “NN w” noun preceded by noun capitalized 

. “w BizCoda” 2.0 noun-BizCoda bigrams capitalized 
9. “w RetailCoda” 2.0 noun-RetailCoda bigrams capitalized 

10. “w NN 0.5 noun following noun capitalized 
11. “GeogCoda E” 0.25 GeogCoda-noun bigrams capitalized 
12. Rule 107 4.0 ‘Safety’ Would be capped by Rule107 

Accumulated Weight = W3 x . . . W12 = 5.501 

(cap-Weight * Acciweight) 
Cap ProbabilityP : = .690 

(uncap-Weight + cap-Weight * Acciweight) 

Capitalize safety? = (P > .5) = yes 

Capitalization of a particular Word depends on both left 
and right context. In order to avoid the logical issues of What 
to change ?rst, the algorithm may be run iteratively until 
changes stop propagating. HoWever, experimentation has 
shoWn that three passes are usually enough. If the capitali 
zation of its neighboring Words changes, the score of a Word 
must be (partially) recalculated to re?ect the change. 

Positional capitalization 18, may be done by an Inverse 
Text Normalization (ITN) component of a speech applica 
tion programming interface (SAPI). The beginning of sen 
tences and quotations and other positions Where capitaliza 
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6 
tion should take place may be done by simple pattern 
matching there. 

Speci?c details of one particular embodiment Will noW be 
described. This particular approach may be vieWed as hav 
ing a feature assignment phase and a scoring phase. The 
feature assignment starts With a capitalization buffer of three 
pause-delimited utterances, or 15 dictated Words from an 
automatic speech recognizer, Whichever is longer. The rec 
ognized Words Will not have any attached non-intrinsic 
punctuation (Which is done later), so no additional separa 
tion of Word tokens is needed. For each neW Word in the 

capitalization buffer, a four-step feature assigment is per 
formed: 

Step (1): Do unigram lookups. A unigram capitalization 
lexicon contains Words as keys, and assigns various tags to 
those Words. These features include part of speech (POS) 
tags, semantic tags (e.g. Surname, Company), the frequency 
and probability of this Word being capitalized, and the 
frequency and probability of being capitalized after and 
before a capitalized Word. If the unigram capitalization 
lexicon contains a loWercase version of the Word as a key, 
step 201 in FIG. 2, the loWercase version of the Word is 
replaced by a capitalized form of the Word from the lexicon, 
202, and appropriate tags are appended to the Word 203. On 
the other hand, if in step 201 the unigram capitalization 
lexicon does not contain a loWercase of the Word as a key, 
POS tags may be predicted on the basis of the Word ending 
from a suf?x list, and the POS tags may then be appended 
to the Word in step 203. 

An example of unigram tagging Would be: 

apple ->apple/NNiCompanyiCapFreqProb08i 
CappedFolloWingCap13 

Step (2): Do multiWord lookup. A multiWord capitaliza 
tion lexicon contains a list of the last Word of various 
multiWord phrases as its keys. For each key, there is an 
integer indicating hoW many Words back the phrase begins, 
the complete phrase, and a set of features for each Word of 
the phrase. For each Word, if the multiWord capitalization 
lexicon contains the Word or tag as a key, step 204, a check 
is made to see if the associated preceding Words or tags are 
also present in the capitalization buffer, step 205. If so, the 
Words are replaced by the capitalized form of the phrase 
from the multi-Word lexicon 206 and the previous feature 
tags for the Words in the phrase are replaced With those 
phrase tags indicated in the lexicon for each Word 207. An 
example of multiWord lookup Would be: 

statue/A of/B liberty/C ->Statue/E of/F Liberty/G 
Step (3): Do content bigram lookups. A Right Content 

Bigram Lexicon contains a list of the right Word or tag of a 
bigram as its keys. For each key, there is a ?ag determining 
Whether to skip over stop Words, the left Word or tag of the 
bigram (Which may be a Wildcard indicating any Word), and 
the features to assign to the right and left member of the 
bigram, step 208. The features to assign may include fea 
tures indicating the frequency and probability of capitalizing 
the right member of the bigram if preceded by the left 
content Word, a feature indicating the frequency and prob 
ability of capitalizing the left member of the bigram if 
folloWed by the right content Word or tag, a feature indicat 
ing the frequency and probability of capitalizing the left 
member of the bigram if the right Word is capitalized, 
(PredictPrevCapifCapped), and a feature indicating the fre 
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quency and probability of capitalizing the left member of the 
bigram if the right Word is lowercase (PredictPrevCapifLC). 

Similarly, a Left Content Bigram Lexicon contains a list 
of the left Word or tag of a bigram as its keys. For each key, 
there is a ?ag determining Whether to skip over stopWords, 
the right member of the bigram (Which may be a Wildcard 
indicating any Word), and the features to assign to the right 
and left member of the bigram, step 209. The features to 
assign may include a feature indicating the frequency and 
probability of capitaliZing the right member of the bigram if 
the right Word is capitaliZed (PredictNextCapifCapped), and 
a feature indicating the frequency and probability of capi 
taliZing the right member of the bigram if the left Word is 
loWercase (PredictPrevCapifLC). An example of a content 
bigram lookup Would be: 

Lexicon contains: 
Right Bigram Key: bar 
Skip StopWords: yes 
Left element: foo 
Features to assign: 

Left: H 
Right: I 

Foo/AiBiC of the bar/DiEiF-> 
Foo/AiBiCiH of the bar/DiEiFiI 

Step (4): Assign rule features. A rule list includes a 
numbered list of regular expressions, expressed in terms of 
Words and tags. The regular expression contains a (possibly 
empty) left context, a (possibly empty) right context, and a 
target. If the entire expression (left context, target, and right 
context) is matched in the buffer, a rule feature tag is 
attached 210 to each Word in the target in the folloWing Way: 

If the target Word is capitaliZable (noun, adjective, 
participle, etc), attach R<rule number>. 

If the target Word is not capitaliZable (preposition, verb, 
etc), attach r<rule number>. 

This part of the system could be compiled as a ?nite state 
transducer. For example: 

Rule 100: (left: Preposition)(target: Company)(right: nil) 
for/Preposition apple/NNiCompany -> 

for/Preposition apple/NNiCompanyiR100 
The scoring phase of a speci?c embodiment calculates the 

capitaliZation score 211 of any Word in the buffer: 

Initial value of Score=the general probability of any Word 
Whatsoever being capitaliZed For each feature (except 
those indicated beloW): 

If Weight(feature) is de?ned, 
Score=Score * Weight(feature) 

Repeat 3 times: 
Determine Whether the next (content) Word is capitaliZed 

(NextCapped=1 or 0) and Whether the previous content Word 
is capitaliZed (PrecedingCapped=1 or 0). 

For the features: 

CapFolloWsCap, 
PredictsNextWordifCapped, 
PredictsNextWordifLC 

ScoreinContext=Score* (PrecedingCapped * Weight 
(feature)) 

For the features: 

CapBeforeCap, 
PredictsPrevWordifCapped 
PredictsPrevWordifLC 

ScoreinContext=Score * (NextCapped * Weight 

(feature)) 
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8 
After three passes of scoring in context: 

For each Word in buffer, compute CapProbability 

CapProbabilig/(word) : 

Score in C0ntexl( W0 rd) 

(ScoreinConlexKword) + GenericLowerCaseProbabilig) 

If CapProbability(Word)>Threshold, 
CapitaliZe ?rst letter of Word in buffer. 

Based on this calculation, corresponding Words in the 
recognition WindoW are replaced With the contents of the 
capitaliZation buffer after having removed the tags from the 
Words. 
As stated previously, positional capitaliZation may be 

done 212 by an Inverse Text Normalization (ITN) compo 
nent of a speech application programming interface (SAPI). 
One speci?c embodiment is designed to have a separation 

of data from machinery. As a result, to repurpose this 
capitaliZation engine for another language requires only a 
different set of data ?les for the neW language. In one 
alternative embodiment trigrams, or other n-grams may be 
used in addition to or in lieu of bigrams, and this Would 
involve some changes to the procedure described above. In 
practice, hoWever, the run-time data for n-grams>2 Would 
almost certainly be much larger and create a system perfor 
mance penalty. 

In one advanced embodiment, the capitaliZation module is 
reusable. In many embodiments, the most application 
speci?c aspect is the assignment of tags to Words, and the 
system needs to be told to assign tags to Words in a variety 
of Ways. In the advanced embodiment contemplated, these 
tag assignment methods are the parameters of a generic 
feature assignment method. That is, a set of feature assign 
ment data ?les is indicated, and these ?les specify the 
procedure by Which they attach tags to elements. For 
example, a unigram lexicon may specify that its features are 
to be assigned to the keys themselves. Another data ?le may 
specify that for each key, the tags associated With the key are 
to be assigned to the second element to the left of the present 
element. A third data ?le may specify that it Was a regular 
expression ?le, and its features Were to be assigned to the 
target elements that matched its regular expressions. And so 
on. 

Tracking the capitaliZation score of a Word may involve 
redundant or unnecessary processing. If a Word is knoWn to 
be never capitaliZed, an associated tag Will have a Zero 
Weight; checking Whether a Word’s score is Zero Will elimi 
nate unnecessary calculations. Similarly, there may also be 
a Way to avoid unnecessary score calculations for Words that 
are certain to be capitaliZed (Whose score is so high that 
capitaliZation is guaranteed). 

Although various exemplary embodiments of the inven 
tion have been disclosed, it should be apparent to those 
skilled in the art that various changes and modi?cations can 
be made Which Will achieve some of the advantages of the 
invention Without departing from the true scope of the 
invention. 

DEFINITIONS 

Capitalized: means “has an initial uppercase letter”. 
Therefore, Apple, APPLE, and AppLE are all capitaliZed, 
but apple (and aPPLE) are not capitaliZed. 

Unigram: a Word itself 
Bigram: a tWo-Word sequence 
Content Bigram: a sequence of tWo Words, possibly With an 

intervening sequence of stop Words. 
Stop Word: a member of a set of speci?ed function Words 

such as “of”, “the”, “for”, and so on. 
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P05 Tags: Part of Speech Tags. In one speci?c embodiment, 
the BroWn tagset Was used. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of automatically rewriting orthography of a 

stream of teXt Words comprising: 

if a Word in the stream has an entry in an orthography 
reWrite lexicon, automatically replacing the Word With 
an orthographically reWritten form of the Word from the 
orthography reWrite lexicon; 

selecting Words in the stream; and 
comparing the selected Words to a plurality of features 

Weighted by a maXimum entropy-based algorithm, to 
automatically determine Whether to reWrite orthogra 
phy of any of the selected Words. 

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
if a series of adjacent Words in the stream has an entry in 

a phrase reWrite leXicon, replacing the series of adja 
cent Words With a phrase form of the series of Words 
from the phrase reWrite leXicon. 

3. A method according to claim 1, Wherein automatically 
replacing the Word includes associating annotating linguistic 
tags With the orthographically reWritten form of the Word. 
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4. A method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
providing linguistic tags to selected Words in the stream; 
using context-sensitive reWrite rules to change the orthog 

raphy of Words in the stream based on their linguistic 
tags; and 

Weighting the application of these rules in speci?c con 
teXts according to maXimum entropy Weighting. 

5. A method according to claim 1, Wherein at least one of 
the features is a context-dependent probability distribution 
representing a likelihood of a given Word in a given conteXt 
being in a given orthographic form. 

6. A method according to claim 5, further comprising: 
for each selected Word, determining an orthographic 

reWrite probability representing a normaliZed product 
of the Weighted features for that Word, and if the 
orthographic reWrite probability is greater than a 
selected threshold probability, replacing that selected 
Word With an orthographically reWritten form. 

7. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the method 
automatically capitaliZes Words in the stream of teXt Words. 

8. A method according to claim 1, Wherein the method 
automatically abbreviates Words in the stream of teXt Words. 

* * * * * 


